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What is
Good Design
//......?

1. Neutra, Richard Joseph. “Survival through design.” (1954).
2.Beatriz Colomina and Mark
Wigley, Are We Human?: Notes
on an Archaeology of Design
(Zurich: Lars Müller Publishers,
2016), Page 100
3. Le’ Corbusier. Almanach d’architecture moderne: documents,
theorie, pronostics, histoire...
Crés, 1925.
4. Loos, Adolf. Ornament and
crime. Penguin UK, 2019.
5. Beatriz Colomina and Mark
Wigley, Are We Human?: Notes
on an Archaeology of Design
Ibid:Page 95.

Modernist Architecture is characterized by its
ambition to miraculously heal the “diseases”1 of
society. Along with this desire to heal, “Design
was formed as a way to deal with the increasingly dominant logic of the industrialized and
globalized world while resisting the perceived
dehumanizing impact of the world.”2 This pursuit of numbness has always been at the center
of design. It reveals the complicity between design and capitalism. Following the shock of the
war and the machine age, design sought to fight
the negative climate of the world around them.
No outcome is prescribed, but it is desired.
With this intent, came the desire for the clean
and polished design. Germany praised the English model of “smooth walls”3 moving away from
ornament. Adolf Loos in his book Ornament and
Crime4 celebrated the generation of smooth and
simple furniture that is easy to sanitize. For him,
ornament is devoid of use for the human. Ornament is friction to the desire of healing. This was
backed up by Walter Gropius’ school- the Bauhaus. Parallel to this notion of smoothness, also
came the notion of standardization and mechanization, because for modernist designers, the machine age was the anesthetic solution to design.
Le Corbusier saw smooth and clean surfaces as
the anesthetic to calm the nerves triggered by
the aftermath of war5. It is interesting to note
that at the same time, narcotic use and actual anesthetic use arose as a result of the war.
Design attempted to provide the same effect.
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6. Arburg, Hans-Georg von.
“Loos lesen. Kleine Geschichte
(n) der modernen Architektur.”
(2017): 185-207. ,
7. Beatriz Colomina and Mark
Wigley, Are We Human?: Notes
on an Archaeology of Design
Ibid:Page 76.
8. Carr, Nicholas. The glass
cage: How our computers are
changing us. WW Norton & Company, 2014 and Koolhaas, Rem.
“Junkspace.” October (2002):
175-190.

In fact, Loos argued that because of the war people no longer had the nerves to live6, and as such
the desire for numbness7 became the true client of
design. Since then, this has become the real function of design. This makes us question, is design
then really good design? If we are continuing to
design with the same definition we had back then,
then are we actually producing anything new?
The goal of reducing shock generates design
that sedates the body. Nicholas Carr when discussing the nature of our increasingly automated world mentions that many critics have
declared the physical, psychological, and political dangers of becoming comfortably numb8
. It is important that as designers we observe
the nature of the normalization of numbness
and how this drives our daily life. Beatriz Colomina and Mark Wigley mention in their text
Are We Human? that “good design” is primarily driven by the notion of numbness and the
sedation of the body. There lies a reconsideration of the technophilic and socially conscious
practices that exist in architecture today*.
As much as the digital era and technology have
made us more commoditized, so has design.
Comfort in its disconnect to the material environment contributes to the death of the body.
For Le Corbusier, and the Eameses as well as
many other modernists, the role of the designer
was not just to design but to reform. As much
as the chairs they designed, the body was also
a product of modernism. The desire to reform
is embedded in each design project. Thus, architects like Le Corbusier actively redesigned the
body through their architecture and furniture.
Implied in all of this are new questions for design.
In the 21st century, this means how do we
accept our reality instead of fighting it
and use it to reshape the way we design?
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9. Neuhart, Marilyn, and John
Neuhart. The story of Eames
furniture. 2010.
10. Silverstone, Roger. Media
and morality: On the rise of the
mediapolis. John Wiley & Sons,
2013.

Post World War II domestic life could not be
taken for granted. The house and the elements
of the house thus became essential in the development of comfort in the history of design.
Comfort, as previously mentioned is not driven
by the desire to protect the body, but rather the
desire to numb it. As such, many designs from
modernism onwards that are seemingly comfortable, may not be that, but rather produce
discomfort.
For instance, the Eameses’ designs from the
1940s and 1950s were produced as a reaction
to the 1920s furniture design that was highly militarized and devoid of aesthetic beauty9.
These designs were marketed as highly efficient
and comfortable designs. However, these, in
particular the plywood chair, are the result of
medical and military research. Thus, we cannot
help but wonder, was the plywood chair really
a push away from the militarization of design
that they were trying to neglect?

11. Aaras, Arne, Kjell M.
Martinsen, and Rikard Nakland. “Chair.” U.S. Patent No.
4,277,102. 7 Jul. 1981.,
12. Beatriz Colomina and Mark
Wigley, Are We Human?: Notes
on an Archaeology of Design
Ibid:Page 93.

When designing the chair, seats should not be
too high, usually seventeen inches, the front
end of the seat should be curved downward, the
depth and width of the seat should be seventeen
inches11, weight should be distributed evenly,
and the space between the seat and the back
has to have continuous support. These make
up the rules of thumb for what a chair should
be. In the following pages we explore what the
chair or armchair actually was and is.
Designers have across time taken different approaches towards the design of the chair, driven by different definitions of comfort and various material explorations and technological
development. Inherent in the nature of this
catalogue, is an attempt to re-evaluate the
definition of comfort and note the influence
of discomfort in design- how it offers an alternative theorization on the relationship between design-making and its effect on the body.

Butler writes that we need, perhaps, to demand a modicum of discomfort, a willingness to be troubled’10. Is this true?
What if design made peace with the true nature
of comfort?
In order to really understand the nature of comfort in design, we must attempt to underpin the
ergonomic nature of furniture inside the domestic space. The domestic space is the center
of the discussion of comfort in design, and as
such so is furniture.
We must return to the example of the chair, the
bed, the shower, the kitchen counter.
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Design is not shocking, disturbing,
alienating, it is an antidote that
offers support and integration12. It
creates
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numbness.

Comfort is
Efficient Design
//......
During modernism comfort was efficient
design; it was one that shielded humans
from the shock of the world around them.

1. Colomina, Beatriz. “Domesticity at war.” Discourse 14.1
(1991): 3-22.
2. Benjamin, Walter. “Experience and poverty.” Selected
writings 2.Part 2 (1999): 19311934.

Modernist designs were driven by the promise
of comfort. The notion of this idea became such,
that every project promised that life would be
easier-this lead to the creation of highly alienated environments within the domestic sphere1.
Modernism’s aspirations after the war really
challenged the design of spaces, and the domestication of the body became a primary subject
of discussion. Comfort was efficient design; it
was one that shielded humans from the shock2
of the world around them.

The Living Room

During the 18th century the idea of the living
room emerged parallel to theories concerning
how to bring domestic architecture into modernity. In 1961, the Parisian architect Augustin-Charles d’ Aviler was the first to distinguish
the room for comfort, currently known as the
living room in his book Cours d’architecture. By
1728, when L’Architecture moderne was published, the design world had already become
obsessed with the idea of comfort. This was of
course, only accessible in the upper class. This
was when the living room properly emerged as
a room of no specific purpose than to relax.
The living room was redefined and re-configured in the 20th century3 when American designers and manufacturers began to propose the
living room as the space for new technologies
to dwell in.
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3. Jacobs, Jane M., and Susan J.
Smith. “Living room: rematerialising home.” (2008): 515-519.,
4. Parsons, Henry Mcilvaine.
“The bedroom.” Human factors
14.5 (1972): 421-450.

In the New York World Fair of 1939, they proposed that televisions, films and radio be
brought into the living room. In the 1960s, the
living room became a space of display and culture manifestation. Items of furniture were
considered works of art. The living room was
fun. The living room is the heart of the home.
Over the last decade, as cities have become
overcrowded, the living room has become a
luxury. Thus, open plan designs are often preferred.
Modernism was driven by the idea the a house
is a machine for living in, as brought forth by
Le Corbusier. This philosophy defined the living
room at the time, as it was designed to be comfortable but at the same time functional.
In the late 19th century, the furniture in the living room used new industrial techniques with
handcrafted pieces, and as such became more
expensive. It was greatly influenced by Japanese art, particularly in America. In the 1930s,
new materials were used such as bamboo.
In the 1980s, postmodernism challenged the
notion of design by designing with a sense of
humor. Every furniture piece sought to question
classical ideals of form. The living room of the
last decade gives way to simpler, compact designs.
The Bedroom
In the early 1900s life was particularly challenging for the poor, yet the wealthy did have
individual fully furnished bedrooms. In fact,
bedrooms often came with a sink or areas to
wash up in. Bedrooms at the time had two functions: to sleep and wash up. As plumbing developed, the bathroom became its own room.
In the 1920s, the bedroom started to become a
statement of luxury in the home. Later in the
mid-20th century, minimalism was prioritized.
In the 1940s and 1950s there was a sudden concern with the bedroom symbolizing sex4 and so
9

5. James, Willard C. “Bedroom
furniture.” U.S. Patent No.
1,354,615. 5 Oct. 1920. ,
6. Wiseman, Phillippa. “Lifting the lid: Disabled toilets as
sites of belonging and embodied
citizenship.” The Sociological
Review 67.4 (2019): 788-806.
7. Molotch, Harvey, and Laura Norén, eds. Toilet: Public
restrooms and the politics of
sharing. Vol. 1. NYU Press, 2010.
8. Staub, Alexandra. Conflicted
identities: Housing and the politics of cultural representation.
Routledge, 2015.
9. Werkbund, Deutscher, ed. Bau
und Wohnung: die Bauten der
Weissenhofsiedlung in Stuttgart
errichtet 1927 nach Vorschlägen des Deutschen Werkbundes
im Auftrag der Stadt Stuttgart
und im Rahmen der Werkbundausstellung” Die Wohnung”. F.
Wedekind & Company, 1927.

often couples slept in separate beds5.

In the 1930s to the 1980s, the toilet began to
take different forms. Toilets and bathrooms
were thus designed to meet people’s needs7.

The 60s and 70s fostered the sexual revolution
and so the bedroom once again hosted a single
bed, rather than separate ones. Wood was a
material that symbolized luxury at the time. In
1968, Charles Hall designed the waterbed. In
the late 80s and 90s, technology made its way
into the bedroom.

A significant project that attempted to challenge the normative bathroom is FAT’s Bathroom Sweet (2000) which removed the bathroom walls and made the bathroom an integral
part of the domestic space. The bathroom in
this case was explored as a shared space. The
relationship of architecture and the body become externalized through the bathroom.

In the 2000s, the mattress was redesigned
because of the use of memory foam and televisions and computers made their way into the
bedroom as well.

Bathrooms should not always be defined as
spaces of privacy and seclusion.

The Bathroom
Bathrooms are often defined as

shame and division .
6

The Kitchen

spaces of

The modern kitchen has become a model workshop, a chemical laboratory… It is the best designed and most rationalized room of the modern
house.
– Karel Teige, The Minimum Dwelling, 1932

-Charles Holland, 2019

Hygiene and plumbing were important aspects
of modernism.
Representative of the line of thought at time
was Le Corbusier’s work. He famously put a
basin in the entrance of Villa Savoye as a provocation for architecture.
For Le Corbusier the basin became a representation of a more efficient approach to design
that responded to the need to heal the ‘diseases’
at the time. The basin declares the interior as
a space of purity and sanctuary. In doing this,
Le Corbusier is exposing elements of the house
that are usually hidden.
Additionally, he also brings the idea of comfort
back into the bathroom when he redesigns the
shower to include a space to lay down and relax
on.
Before 1850, it was considered improper to
have the toilet in the home and bathrooms were
considered dirty places.
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10. LEBORGNE, Cédric, et al.
“Ergonomics as an asset in
kitchen furniture design.” WDK
Publications (2001): 323-330.

Post-World War I, designers sought to reform
the kitchen, which was usually an unsanitary
and hidden space within the domestic sphere.
It was shaped by the development of new materials and technologies such as the availability of electricity and gas. Kitchens were at the
center of radical projects that desired to modernize housing8. The kitchen became a tool to
transform daily life. Towards World War II, the
kitchen gained emphasis on hygiene and health.
The post-war area encouraged the creation
of an ambitious program known as the New
Frankfurt, which gave way to the Frankfurt
kitchen9. This kitchen revolutionized the design of the modern kitchen. A rational and socially oriented kitchen designed by Margarete
Schütte-Lihotzky was designed with the idea
of optimizing efficiency. The division of space
and ergonomic design of furniture was done in
such a way to reduce the distance between features10.
11

*. ,
*.

The Frankfurt Kitchen was designed like a
laboratory or factory based on theories about
efficiency and hygiene. The kitchen not only
included cooking space, but also storage, ironing-space and garbage disposal. Careful thought
was given to the materials used to resist stains
and or marks.
Schütte-Lihotzky’s work was driven by a need
to rationalize housework11.
In America, the kitchen took a different form.
American designs were exploited by the hallmarks of capitalism and democracy. As such,
American kitchens became spaces of display of
consumer goods and products.
Later, Europe regained its economic status
and with it came more functional kitchens and
cleaner designs. In Italy, innovative designs
with plastics were developed and the kitchen
was reconfigured as a mobile and miniaturized
form.
In the 1970s the kitchen became a space to
reconsider and address concerns of comfort as
well11.

11. Kinchin, Juliet, and Aidan
O’Connor. Counter space: design
and the Modern kitchen. The
Museum of Modern Art, 2011. ,
12. Flinchum, Russell. American
design. Vol. 5. The Museum of
Modern Art, 2008.
13. Vossoughian, Nader, and
D’Laine Camp. Otto Neurath:
the language of the global polis.
Rotterdam: NAi Publishers,
2008.

Kitchens make us rethink the larger issues
within domestic life13. It is a highly standardized domestic space that perpetrates the notion
of commodification. The kitchen of today is
designed to make everything easier- with appliances that automatically cook food and wash
dishes.
It is important that we scrutinize on the implications that these domestic spaces have within
design and the architectural discourse as agents
of the relationship between the body and space
within daily living. The modernist attempt to
produce anesthetic design has created a way of
design-making that is filled with unsuccessfull
attempts to please and heal.
In order to understand how these different
domestic spaces adress the notion of comfort
in design, a comprehensive study of diverse
high-class domestic precedents needs to be performed.
Ultimately, it is within high class designs that
the notion of comfort can be addressed.

For instance, in 1938 the Inronrite Company developed a design for a Health Chair12, meant to
make ironing more comfortable for women.
Whilst theories regarding the kitchen have been
vast, the reality of the modern kitchen differs
greatly from the promises it makes. Kitchens
are still messy and dangerous.
The kitchen as such has been subject of great
scrutiny as it is representative of social conformity. The kitchen continues to reinforce
the physical isolation of the woman within the
home.

12
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Good design is an
Anesthetic
//......
If one thing is for sure, the
'40s were not afraid of
coordinated color

eco-conciousness

1940
WW2
This era was considered a
design revolution, despite
the economic downturn of
the Great Depression. The
streamline moderne style
ﬂourished during this time
which emphasized
industrial materials and
clean lines.

streamline moderne

Design darkened too as avant
garde Italians, such as Paolo
Deganello and Ettore Sottsass,
rejected the certainties of the
modern movement, while the
US architect Frank Gehry
made chairs from banal
materials like corrugated
cardboard.

1970

1950
eames

nature

formica

The 1950s witnessed the
successful launch of many
new products as Britain
returned to a peacetime
economy. Materials such as
PVC (polyvinyl chloride),
ﬁberglass, melamine,
aluminium and vinyl were
now used to produce
polythene sandwich bags,
plastic crockery, kitchen
utensils and furniture all of
which transformed
domestic life.
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Mies lounge

Chrome bed

1950 |

1968 |

Pastel

1968|

1969|

2010

no stop city
By the turn of the 1990s,
the exuberant post-modernist spirit had faded and
designers searched for a
more purposeful approach
to design with greater
depth and meaning.

redefining ugly

social media

vietnam war

1952 |

In the current decade, the dream home
is technologically advanced.
This period was marked by the rise in
social media pop culture and technological advancements.

trash furniture

1990

age of plastics
1940 |

Over the course of the
1980s and early ’90s,
however, rapid advances in
digital computer hardware
and software radically
altered graphic design.

droog
The decade was one ﬁlled
with color within the
design world. Henri
Matisse was making
vibrant collages from
cutouts of painted paper.
Abstract artists like Clyﬀord
Still and Mark Rothko were
covering swaths of canvas
in saturated hues.

technology in product design

trash-furniture
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Magritta

1971 |

Boomerang

1970 |

platform bed

anti-design

Wimbledon

The 60’s looked forward to
the future.

tom dixon

Imaginative forms, bright colors and new
materials in interior design were in demand,
as were alternative lifestyles, hallucinogenic
substances and pop music. Essentially, going
against the establishment and its traditional
taste was paramount. People started to reject
the structured tailoring of the fashion
industry, and values such as stability and
functionality no longer had a primary role to
play.

Furniture design during the 1980s was
characterised by two movements. One was the
do-it-yourself spirit bequeathed by the late
1970s punk era, which inspired London-based
designers like Tom Dixon and Ron Arad to
teach themselves how to weld and Jasper
Morrison to assemble chairs using simple tools
and prefabricated industrial components. The
other was the ﬂamboyant, unashamedly kitsch
post-modernist spirit popularised by Ettore
Sottsass and his young collaborators in the
Memphis movement in Milan.

memphis movement

1960

Bocca

Multichair

1971 |

Fiorne

1958 |

1955 |

1980

alessandro mendini

The 90's saw a world wide
increase of the use,
production, and smuggling
of the drug trade, with the
drugs becoming more
addictive and destructive.
Many initiatives were tried
to stop the growth and
production but at this point
in time it is still an
increasing problem in our
society . Possibly still the
best chance of stemming
the growth is through
education .
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technology is now more important than
furniture in product design.

berlin wall

ron arad

dot com bubble
ettore sottsass
Once again, the Anti-Design
movement with Ettore
Sottsass at their head turned
against the impersonal
industrially manufactured,
materialistic consumer
products, which had
dominated the ﬁrst half of
the decade.

kitsch

gaming

alessandro mendini

neil armstrong

memphis group
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The dotcom bubble, also
known as the internet
bubble, was a rapid rise in
U.S. technology stock
equity valuations fueled by
investments in
internet-based companies
during the bull market in
the late 1990s.

2020

The early 2000s was the beginning
of warehouses and blocks being
transformed into trendy apartments.
Designers felt that the exposed brick
would oﬀer a classy, yet timely
reminder of what the building once
was.

2000
15

Beautiful forms, refined details and
everything else related to a formal
tradition do not express anything more
than the designers of a century ago”
Pesce
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1930s
//

This era was considered a
design revolution, despite
the economic downturn of
the Great Depression. The
streamline moderne style
flourished during this
time which emphasized
industrial materials and
clean lines.
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Day bed
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1937 |

Jules leu bed

wingspread barrel

This decade was defined
by the use of molded plywood and timber. Cantilevering was popular and
was defined by designers
such as Alvar Aalto and
Gerrit Rietveld.
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1940s
//

The 1940s saw the design
of comfort as its main
goal seen in the projects
of Eero Saarinen or the
Eameses with their plywood timber furniture.
They encouraged the use
of mass production to
generate fast and accessible designs. Fiberglass
was a new material that
was being used.
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Womb chair
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Plastic lounge eames
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La chaise eames
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Giuletta
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Single bed

Nest bed

If one thing is for sure,
the ‘40s were not afraid
of coordinated color.
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1950s
//

Post-WWII signified the
return to the warm, the
softer, the organic such
as upholstery. Designers like the Eameses,
Gio Ponti, Harry Bertoia,
Arne Jaconsen and Eero
Saarinen led the way in
the modernist organic
style embracing the new
technology that had been
advanced during the war.
The 1950s witnessed the
successful launch of many
new products as Britain
returned to a peacetime economy. Materials
such as PVC (polyvinyl
chloride), fiberglass,
melamine, aluminium and
vinyl were now used to
produce polythene sandwich bags, plastic crockery, kitchen utensils and
furniture all of which
transformed domestic
life.
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1960s
//

Furniture was revolutionized by the appearance of
plastic. It opened doorways for new lightweight
furniture designs like that
of Verner Panton and Joe
Colombo. This brought
forth the idea of stackable chairs. The change in
arts, design and technology greatly influenced this
period as did the resentment for consumerism.
Designers began to break
the norms of traditional
design and explore new
futures. Italians became
the leaders in design. It
was remembered by the
pop art culture.
Imaginative forms, bright
colors and new materials
in interior design were in
demand, as were alternative lifestyles, hallucinogenic substances and pop
music. Essentially, going
against the establishment and its traditional
taste was paramount.
People started to reject
the structured tailoring
of the fashion industry,
and values such as stability and functionality no
longer had a primary role
to play.

1960 |

1960 |

1960 |

1966|

1966|

Mies lounge

Chrome bed

Ovoid bed

Sofo

Superonda

1967 |

1967 |

1968 |

1968 |

1968|

L150

Dusk

Fiorne

Torneraj

Boomerang

1969 |

1969 |

1969 |

1969 |

Up

Cabriolet

Onos

Jerry johnson stool
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1967|

Archizoom bed four

1968|

Mezza
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1967|

1967|

Detecma

Mvs chaise

1969|

1969|

Detela

Doda

1970s
//
1970 |

1970 |

1970 |

1970 |

1970 |

1970 |

1970 |

1971 |

The industrial movement
set the tone for the 1970s.
Rather than material innovation, it encouraged
greater
sophisticationfurniture embraced modular design and ergonomics
more strictly.

Multichair

Magritta

Quasar

Marzio Cecci

Living Center

Anﬁbio

platform bed

Pratone

1971 |

1972 |

1972 |

1972 |

1972 |

1974 |

1974 |

1974 |

Design darkened too as
avant garde Italians, such
as Paolo Deganello and Ettore Sottsass, rejected the
certainties of the modern movement, while the
US architect Frank Gehry
made chairs from banal
materials like corrugated
cardboard.

Brass bed

Furnishing unit

Piccorelle

Trunk

Attica L

Cross

Wimbledon

Follia bed

1979 |

Tennis bed
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1980s
//
This period of furniture
design continued to focus
on the industrial sector.
Designs were predominately commissioned for
retail shopping, hospitals,
restaurants, schools and
hotels.
There were two distinct
styles in this era, a DIY use
of prefabricated industrial items and the contrasting kitsch and flamboyant
post-modernist style of
the Memphis group.
Furniture design during
the 1980s was characterised by two movements.
One was the do-it-yourself
spirit bequeathed by the
late 1970s punk era, which
inspired
London-based
designers like Tom Dixon and Ron Arad to teach
themselves how to weld
and Jasper Morrison to
assemble chairs using
simple tools and prefabricated industrial components. The other was the
flamboyant, unashamedly kitsch post-modernist spirit popularised by
Ettore Sottsass and his
young collaborators in the
Memphis movement in
Milan.

1982 |

1983 |

1984 |

1984|

1985|

1986 |

1986 |

1986 |

Seconda

Teatro

Krios

Horizon bed

Opsvik stool

Tempo

Kalia

Miss

1987 |

1988 |

1988 |

1990 |

Box

Embryo

Thinking man

Mongolian lamb
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1990s
//

By the turn of the 1990s,
the exuberant post-modernist spirit had faded and
designers searched for a
more purposeful approach
to design with greater
depth and meaning.

1991 |

1991 |

1991 |

1991 |

1993 |

1995 |

1996 |

1998 |

It was defined by the
works of Charles Rennie
Mackintosh and Frank
Lloyd Wright. Furniture
was closely explored in
relation to the new fascination with the open plan
concept.

Ola

Virgola

Sleeping unit

Etra

Lcp

Knotted

Kalos

Supersoft

2000 |

2000|

2000|

2000|

2000|

2000|

2001|

2002|
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2000s
//

The early 2000s was the
beginning of warehouses
and blocks being transformed into trendy apartments. Designers felt that
the exposed brick would
offer a classy, yet timely reminder of what the
building once was.

1

2000 |

2000|

2000|

2000|

2000|

2000|

2001|

2002|

Segmento

Spoon

Nina

Rainbow

Idea

Matrix

Masal

Maxima stool

2005 |

2005|

2005|

2005|

2005|

2006|

2006|

2007|

Francine

Landscape

Megan

Llpla

Modo

Dragnet

lâ€™evoluzione

softcrete

2007|

2007|

2007|

2007|

2007|

2008|

2008|

2008|

Dart

Rocking bed

Frey

Alda

Fat sofa

Gina

Who

Mojo

2008|

2008|

2008|

2008|

2008|

2008|

2008|

2008|

Sella

Skin

Febo

Terminal 1

Lomme bed

B2

Phat knit bed

B1

2009|

2009|

2009|

2009|

2009|

2009|

2009|

2009|

Colleto bed

Dauphin

Lowry

Carte

Shell

Lounger

Paco

Bloom

32
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2010s
//

In the current decade, the
dream home is technologically advanced.
This period was marked
by the rise in social media
pop culture and technological advancements.

2009|

2010|

2010|

2010|

2010|

2010|

2010|

2010|

Lazy bones

Senufo

Chimer

Armillaria

Iron bar stool

Fe bar

Gaulino

Pix 67

2010|

2010|

2010|

2010|

2011|

2011|

2011|

2011|

Chair b

Fantasia

Toro

Adamastor

Kaskad

Shark

Sasha bed

Ying-yang

2012|

2012|

2012|

2012|

2012|

2012|

2012|

2012|

Vertical bed

Animi causa

Bk1

360 a

Elle arm

Outline

Zaza

Begere

2012|

2012|

2012|

2013|

2013|

2013|

2013|

2013|

Mandrague

Aria

Sol

Jolly

Summertime

Peg

Grable QO

Viola

2013|

2013|

2013|

2013|

2013|

2014|

2014|

2014|

Patch

Cap

Allure

Hug

Strong

Bounce

Colina 4

Ladle

2014|

2014|

2014|

2014|

2014|

2014|

2014|

2014|

Soap

Serena

Relax

Botolo

Barca

Colina m

Tabu

Poltrona

2014|

2015|

2015|

2017|

2017|

2017|

2018|

2018|

Softsteel

Bliss

Jules

Cushy

Bloom

Leafo

Felt

Tellin

2019|

2019|

2019|

Bocca

Gloria

Linea tf urban

2'-7"

Technology is now more
important than furniture
in product design.
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Discomfort
precedents
//
Some of the key figures that have sought to
challenge the notion of furniture as a figure of
comfort include the radical italian designers
Superstudio, Archizoom, Gufram and Memphis.
They challenged this idea through formal and
material experiments that forced the body to
take uncomfortable positions. This shows that
the paradox between comfort and discomfort is
something that needs to be discussed. It offers
an alternative theorization on the relationship
between design-making and its effect on the
body.
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Trix
Manufacturer: Kartell
Deisgner: Ettore Sottsass
Materials: Polyutherane
Dimensions: W 39in x D
29.3in x H 14in

Rocking Bed
Manufacturer: Andreas
Janson
Designer: Manuel Kloker
Materials: Wood and Fabric
Dimensions: W 70.8in x L
98.4in x H 82.7in
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Superonda
Manufacturer: Poltronova
Designer: Archizoom Associati
Materials: Polyurethane
foam with Guflac
Dimensions: L 240cm x D
100cm x H 38cm

Onos Bed
Manufacturer:Superstudio
Designer: Superstudio
Materials: Fiberglass
Dimensions: W 26.3in x D
92.9in x H 79.5in
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Vintage Bar Stool
Designer: Peter Opsvik
Materials: Lacquered wood
and faux leather
Dimensions: D 27.7in x H
44.69in

Linea
Manufacturer: TF Urban
Designer: Elise Florecki
Materials: Painted Steel
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Voila Slide
Designer: Marc Sadler
Materials: Polyethylene
Dimensions: W 35cm x D
30cm x H 64cm

Maxima Stool
Designer: Sawaya and Moroni
Materials: Stainless Steel
and polyurethane
Dimensions: W 16in x D
19in x H 33in
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Ying-Yang
Manufacturer: MATA
Designer: Alessio Pappa Materials: Wood and Steel

Loos Bed
Designer: Joseph Hoffmann
Materials: White fur, silk
and wood
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Mongolian Stool
Designer: Kubisak Design
Materials: Lamb stool and
iron frame
Dimensions: W 18.7in x D
18.7in x H 19.25in

Sottsass Bed
Manufacturer: Unknown
Materials: Brass and wood
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Feel Deluxe
Manufacturer: Animi
Designer: Animi
Materials: Foam and Plastic
Dimensions: L 87 in x D 71in

Torneraj
Manufacturer: Gufram
Designer: Ceretti/Derossi/
Rosso
Materials: Soft polyurethane
foam and Guflac finish
Dimensions: L 34.6in x D
34.6in x H 34.6in
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Vertical Bed
Designer: Ernesto Neto
Materials: Lycra tulle,
styrofoam and wood

Detecma
Manufacturer: Gufram
Designer: Tulio Regge
Materials:
Polyurethane
foam and fabric
Dimensions: W 105cm x H
29cm
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Boomerang
Manufacturer: Flexform
Designer: Rodolfo Bonetto
Materials:
Polyurethane
chromed plastic and fabric
Dimensions: L 29.7in x D
26in x H 37in

Lcp
Manufacturer: Kartell
Designer: Maarten van
Severen
Materials: Plastic
Dimensions: D 27.3in x W
31.2in x H 12in
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Virgola
Manufacturer: Arflex
Designer: Yaakov Kaufman
Materials: Aran
Dimensions: W 73cm x D
70cm x H 40cm

Multichair
Manufacturer: B-lin
Designer: Joe Colombo
Materials: fabric on steel
Dimensions: L 580mm x D
720mm x H 638mm
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UP
Manufacturer: B&B Italia
Designer: Gaetano Pesce
Materials: Bayfit cold
shaped polyurethane foam
Dimensions: W 60cm x H
47cm

Seconda
Manufacturer: Alias
Materials: Metal and Polyurethane
Dimensions: W0.52m D0.58
H 0.72m
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Bloom
Manufacturer: Kenneth Cobonpue
Designer: Kenneth Cobonpue
Materials: Microfiber fabric
over resin on a steel base
Dimensions: W 41.25in x D
34.5in x H 16.5in

60

Pratone
Manufacturer: Gufram
Designer: Ceretti/Derossi/
Rosso
Materials: Polyurethane
foam and Guflac finish
Dimensions: L 55.2in x D
55.2in x H 37.5in
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Two

What is
[Dis]Comfort//
2/
Definitions of Discomfort
Statements of Discomfort
Mis-designing the Body
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Definitions
//......
Discomfort
n. Discomfort is an unstable term. It is not clearly defined with a particular form or characteristics. On the contrary, it is defined by its ability to create “mental or physical uneasiness.” (n.
Merriam Webster Dictionary). What is discomfort in design? In order to answer this question
we must first comprehend the different types of
discomfort. Discomfort can be physical, psychological or visual.
(own definition)
Physical discomfort
n. condition which causes you to feel physically
uncomfortable
(Merriam Webster)
Psychological discomfort
n. condition which causes you to feel mentally
uncomfortable
(NCBI)
Visual discomfort
n. the unpleasant effects reported by some people whilst viewing particular stimuli
(Semantic Scholar)
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physical discomfort
n. condition which causes you to feel physically
uncomfortable
(Merriam Webster)
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psychological discomfort
n. condition which causes you to feel mentally
uncomfortable
(NCBI)
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visual discomfort
n. the unpleasant effects reported by some
people whilst viewing particular stimuli
(Semantic Scholar)
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Statements
//......
DISCOMFORT IS

DISCOMFORT

comfort

makes the home suffer deformation

has an ability to mobilize the personal and the domestic
highlights the elastic qualities of the home as a reflection of the self
modern
a space of contradiction
disorder

violence

cannibalism
domestic discomfort is incest (Les Enfants Terrible,
Jean Cocteau)
domestic discomfort is the intensity of death
intensive
domestic intensities are violent
an ‘architectural chain gang’ (Bataille)
spasm
stuttering

being a null state of extension
reduced consciousness of the body
a tool for ethics

smooth

limiting and directing expenditure towards the production of interiors
monetized
unhealthiness
an ambition of hygiene and control
quietness
a ‘goal within reach’
sameness

familiar

modern
non-comfort
awkward

beautified

intense domesticity

truthful
restlessness

suffering
grotesque

anesthecia

taboo

‘atmospheric causes of disease’
phobia

intrusive noise
perturbation
‘dehumanized furnishings’
death

filtered

lack of control
complements Discomfort

distress

comedic

pain
erotic

weird familiarity
annoying
inconvenience
reveals malfunction
modern

guttural
filthy
stressful
aggravating
irritating

controversial

archaic
convulsion

84

fragile
attack

IS NOT
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Three

The Notion of
Discomfort in
Design//

3/

Theories
Procedural Architecture
The Oblique Function
Anti-Design
Actionsim
Abjection
Controversial Design
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Procedural
Architecture
//......

1.Gins, Madeline, and Shusaku
Arakawa. Architectural body.
University of Alabama Press,
2002.
2. Keane, Jondi. “Initiating
Change: Architecturing the
Body‐Environment with Arakawa and Gins.” Architectural
Design 83.1 (2013): 76-83.

The notion of discomfort hadn’t been addressed
in design until Arakawa and Gins did so in their
theory and practice. Their work explores the
possibility of composing an architectural body
which centers in the relationship between the
human body and architecture¹. A deep understanding of this relationship informs design.
In their text Architectural Body, Arakawa and
Gins recommend that people seek architectural and aesthetic solutions to the dilemma of
mortality. This plays an important role in their
work as it demands a fundamental rethinking
of terms such as “human” and “body” and how
these interact with the built environment. They
believed that through the reinvention of design
we can challenge the limitations to life and
avoid death.
Their manifesto is “We have decided not to die”.
From the late 1980s to early 1990s they began
experimenting how to design and create spaces for people that refused to die. Architecture
could not care less about the architectural body
they wanted to design for, because it always
thinks of a limited amount of bodies when designing; actually, it usually only thinks of one,
the normative body. Everything that takes its
measure in architecture is dedicated to this idea
of a “normal”², “standard” body. For Arakawa
and Gins, their designs are for an abstract notion of the body, for the body that doesn’t want
to die.

88

3. Lambert, Léopold. The Funambulist Pamphlets: Vol. 08:
Arakawa+ Madeline Gins. Vol. 8.
punctum books, 2014.
4. Baron, Reuben M. “The role
of tentativeness in perceiving architecture and art: a
far-from-equilibrium ecological
perspective.” Ecological Psychology 20.4 (2008)
5. MacNair, A. “Bioscleave-House (Arakawa-and-Gins
subterranean house in East
Hampton, Long Island).” A+
U-ARCHITECTURE AND URBANISM 369 (2001).

Arakawa and Madeline Gins are both artists-architects and poets, whose work explores the
theoretical and practical composition of the Architectural Body. It focuses on the relationship
between the body and the architecture and vice
versa.
Through the premise of the viable body, Madeline Gins questions how can the viable ‘us’ be
kept alive? However, this idea of an ensemble
of death and body was looked at before by 15th
century physiologist Bichat³, whose idea resembles that of Arakawa and Gins theory. He was
the first to name and acknowledge bodily tissues, something quite striking for its time.
As Bichat puts forth, a body is a creature composed of tissues, each which have their own
operation and ensemble and which he suggested had to be further investigated. Procedural
architecture by Arakawa and Gins lies within
that discourse by contemplating a creature
who is constantly making efforts to stay viable, through solution driven qualities⁴. In 1987,
with the idea to materialize their theory and
in lew of financing their construction of projects that draw from the Mechanism of Meaning
they founded the Architectural Body Research
Foundation. While their work is clearly distinguished by their assertive theory, there are
two projects that should be carefully considered. The first being the site of reversible destiny Yoro Park built in 1995 and the Bioscleave
House⁵ built in 2008.
For Arakawa and Gins, the revolution that matters is a revolution in thought, and it will ineluctably be brought about by the creation of a
new logic of sense and the senses.”
--Jean-Michel Rabaté, Introduction to Interfaces
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6. Arakawa, Shusaku, and Madeline Gins. Reversible Destiny.
Abrams/Gugenheim Museum,
1997.
7. Kawash, Samira. “Bodies at
risk: the architecture of reversible destiny.” PAJ: A Journal
of Performance and Art 20.2
(1998)

The Reversible Destiny Park, was designed as
an experiential park, focusing primarily on the
visitors’ encounter with the unexpected. The
‘ordinary’ constitution of a park is no longer
viable here as the site offers new opportunities
to rethink physical orientation⁶. It constitutes
a play space in the occupational meaning, as it
produces a ‘forever’ program where one cannot
be held still as it is physically unceasing. Thus,
the architectural body is constructed through
the execution of the procedural architecture
paradigm. Procedural architecture causes the
‘creature’⁷ to figure out what it lives as, and
what happens as that particular creature. Creature being referred to as the human, and what
it has in relation to the architectural practice.
An extended body must be formed in respect to
its surroundings. The accuracy in determining
how far can the body extend makes it easier to
fathom a more self-reflectist body. Such is the
case of procedural architecture which places
careful emphasis on the architectural body.

90
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“Architecture’s holding in place occurs within
and as part of a prevailing atmospheric condition that others routinely call biosphere, but
which we, feeling the need to stress its dynamic nature, have renamed bioscleave”. Madeline
Gins
Kitchen, Bioscleave House
2008

Bathroom, Bioscleave House
2008

Their projects challenge the way one’s body
relates to the built environment- it makes you
question your “common sense”. For instance, in
their Bioscleave House (2008) project, stumbling becomes an essential part of domesticity.

-Sphere Room- reduces echoes and creates calmness.
-Shifting Colours/Disorienting Spaces- create a sense of
dislocation.
These tactics cause physical discomfort to the normative
body, yet what they discovered by applying these to built
projects, was that it is comfortable to the non-normative

Your body does not need to find its right position anymore, because there is no right position. This type of design puts you in an state
of continuous caution. Daily rituals are challenged- climbing a “hill” to go to the bathroom,
or walking down a bumpy floor to go to the
kitchen is shocking.
This heightened body awareness, they believed,
“allows the body to constantly re-configure itself and with time become a means to strengthen the immune system.” Their designs propose
an architecture that may extend human lifespan.
Their desire to challenge mortality is driven by
the post-war desire to appreciate life and heal
the body. This is for the body that does not desire to die.
To design for this body, Arakawa and Gins developed a series of tactics to design space in relation to their manifesto We Have Decided not
to Die. These include:

Bumpy Floor, Bioscleave
House 2008

Psychological tactics

Bumpy Floor Bioscleave House, 2008 Image Credit: e-flux

Physical tactics
-Bumpy Floor- these simulate the arches of your
feet. Compared to a flat floor it is more adapted
to your body.
-Slanting Floor and Ceiling- the angles of the
floor and ceiling make the scale of objects always changeable. It distorts one’s understanding of size and scale.

Bioscleave House, 2008
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Reversible Destiny
1 Office, 1997 Image Credit: Yoro Park
93

01 FORMAL TACTICS

02 PSYCHOLOGICAL TACTICS

Slanted Floor

Reversible Destiny Office, 1997

Bumpy Floor

Site of Reversible Destiny, 1997

Yoro Park, 1995

Reversible Destiny Lofts, 2005

Bioscleave House, 2008

Disorienting Spaces

Bumpy Floor

Reversible Destiny Lofts, 2005

Shifting Colors

Slanted Walls
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Bioscleave House, Interior (Reversible Destiny Foundation)Arakawa and Gins 2008
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The Oblique
Function
//......

French Pavilion, Venice
Biennale 1970

Sketch of the Oblique

Claude Parent together with Paul Virilio developed the theory of the oblique function, in an
attempt to reject the orthogonality of the euclidean space. By creating sloped surfaces and
inclined floors they aimed to create deeper human connections through the fluidity of movement that is created. By activating the surfaces,
users would be inclined to actively participate
with the architecture. Inherent in their principle, there was an idea to revolutionize the
vertical wall by activating it. By incorporating
slanting surfaces, the body becomes obliged and
forced to go with or against the moving forces
of the design thus embedding an immediate response from the human body within the architecture. One of the first implementations of the
design was in the French Pavilion in the 1970’s
Venice Biennale.
This approach was implemented into several of
their buildings including the Sainte Bernadette
du Banlay Church built in 1966, the Mariotti House in 1970 and the Les Vagues territory
planning. All these case studies relied on the
principle of livable movement within their design. The movement and physical experience of
the body is manifested in their principle. Their
theory of the oblique was further developed
along with their bunker theory.

Sainte Bernadette du Banlay Church

“The movement of people will breathe dynamism in architecture” - Claude Perault

98

Mariotti House
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01 FORMAL TACTICS

Slanted Seating Surfaces

Slanted Floor

Slanted Floor

Slanted Floor
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The Oblique Diagram, Claude Parent and Paul Virilo 1970
103

Anti-Design
//......
The Anti-design movement emerged as a criticism of consumer culture and the comment on
the excesses of Italian design and the continuous drive for novelty. The proponents of this
new tendency were dissatisfied with the widespread diminution of the social relevance of
design at the expense of capitalist enterprise.
The group rejected the formalist values of the
neo-modern design in Italy:
Senza Fine Unica, pesce
2010

Disruptions
Rejection of Aesthetic Norms
Age of contaminations
Embrace flaws and mistakes
Rough jagged edges, playful shapes
Ridiculousness and absurdity of design
Striking and bold colours
References to pop culture
Kitsch, irony and the distortion of scale

*. ,
*.

Letto di sogno, Archizoom

Key Figures:
Pesce, Sottsas
Archizoom,
Superstudio
Poltronova Supernova,
Archizoom

UP, Gaetano Pesce

Superonda, Archizoom

Pratt Chair, Pesce
104
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RESIN

PLASTIC

01 MATERIAL TACTICS

Archizoom

Gaetano Pesce

Gaetano Pesce

Gufram

Gufram

Verner Panton

Verner Panton

PLASTIC

LEATHER

FOAM

POLYURETHANE

RESIN

FABRIC

Gaetano Pesce
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AntiDesign Collection, Memphis Group
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Actionism
//......

Tassilo von Blittersdorf

HASTA

Viennese Actionism, is a violent, radical, and
explicit form of performance art that developed in the Austrian capital during the 1960s.
It focused on the revelation or unmasking of
taboos, sometimes ilegal statements that reflect on their dissatisfaction towards society
and the bourgeois regime. Actionism attempted
to force people to face the traumas of post war
nazism atrocities in their country and face the
realities of society through art. They felt that
conventional abstract art was limiting, which
provoked the introduction of organic materials
such as blood, urine, milk, entrails and used naked canvas bodies as the surfaces of art.
Grounded in psychoanalysis, actionism was
used as an escape and expressionist canvas for
the traumatic experiences of ww2.

Photography and Film
Photography is a danger to Actionism, but Actionism cannot survive without it. The question
after the aesthetics of photography poses itself
as the general question after the meaning of the
actions. Photography means eternalization, an
old aesthetic imperative of a bourgeois tradition, which implicitly contradicts the aesthetic
imperatives of the Actionists.
close-ups
Blurred edges (focus)
freezing
Hermann Nitsch Museum
Perforance

Psychological
The psychology of Sigmund Freud and the philosophy of Friedrich Nietzsche, Hermann Nitsch
contrives a “dramaturgical abreaction model.
Myth and ritual the perverse and the unappetising” (Hermann Nitsch).

Physical
Ritual and performance
dismemberment of lambs
Highlights the endemic violence of humanity
and were deliberately SHOCKING, including
SELF-TORTURE, and quasi-religious ceremonies
using the blood and entrails of animals.
Sensual Impressions
milk, vinegar, wine, blood or meat, which stimulate the senses of smell, touch and taste
Visual
Action Painting
Color Theory (Ausstellungsansicht)
the colour red – the most intensive colour,
which signifies life and death, symbol of fire,
love, flesh, blood – followed by black the liturgical colours, violet, blue, green and white
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Otto Muehl , Vienna Mumock museum
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01 VISUAL TACTICS

Perverse Ritual

Orgies Mysteries Theatre, Hermann Nitsch, 1976

Dismemberment

Selbstbemalung,

112

Gunter

Brus,
1964

Self-Torture

3rd Action, Rudolf Schwarzkogler,
1970

Primary Color Combinations

Die Apotheke, Hermann Nitsch, 1998
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Action #122 Orgies Misteries Theatre, Hermann Nitsch 2006
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Abjection
//......

Her works produce larger narratives of decomposition, violence and highlight the rejection of
the socialized body.
Other Artists within this discourse include: Helen Chadwick, Ivana Basic, Peter Buggenhout,
Hal Foster, Amanda Cruz and Norman Bryson.

Julia Kristeva, whose ideas are often based

Purjing Abjection

Brushstrokes, Hannah
Wilke

on Bataille’s writings, introduced the notion of
the Abject as “a thin line to the body and society”. The theory is partially built on semiotics
and symbolism. Kristeva argues that, for instance, a corpse must be considered to be Abject, because it makes us think about our own
mortality, or the mortality of other people. It is
similar with blood, vomit, menstruation, feces
and urine. However, the Abject might also be
sensed whilst watching a film or reading a book
on the Holocaust. “In the dark halls of the museum that is now what remains of Auschwitz, I
see a heap of children’s shoes, or something like
that, something I have already seen elsewhere,
under a Christmas tree, for instance – dolls, I
believe. The Abjection of Nazi crime reaches its
apex when death, which, in any case, kills me,
interferes with what, in my living universe, is
supposed to save me from death: childhood and
science, among other things”

Untitled #190, Cindy Sherman 1989

Abjection highlights bodily functions or aspects
of the body that are deemed IMPURE or INAPPROPRIATE for public display or discussion.
They are CONTROVERSIAL, GROTESQUE.
One key figure in abjectism is Cindy Sherman,
she “wanted to create something visually offensive but seductive, beautiful, and textural as
well, to suck you in and then repulse you.”
Nostalgie, Helen
Chadwick 1990
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Gorgo, Peter Buggenhout
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01 VISUAL TACTICS

Fluid Closeups

Untitled #235, Cindy Sherman,
1987

Distorted Body

Untitled #177,

Cindy Sherman,
1986

Texture Montage

A 15 year old girl who would never dance again, 2017

Decomposition

Untitled #167,

Cindy Sherman,
1987
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Untitled #190, Cindy Sherman, 1989
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BANANA
BALANCE
CUFFED HANDS

A n. stress position places the human in such a
way that all of the bodily weight is applied only
on or two muscles causing physical discomfort
or pain. The intense amount of pressure placed
on the muscles can lead to pain and even muscle failure. Forcing the body to stay in these
positions can make the body more susceptible
to pain and create a sense of dread.

ARMS UP

These positions have been discovered as being used by agencies such as the CIA as “enhanced interrogation techniques”1. In 2009, a
US department memo detailed proposed interrogation techniques for suspected terrorists.
Additionally, in 2014 the Senate Intelligence
Committee released an executive summary report on these techniques. In order to generate
these designs, phyisicians and other medical
staff were complicit in the design of torture.
The extent to which these tecniques were developed became so brutal that in 2003 and 2004
the OMS accomodated and rationalized torture
in such a way that they came up with a set of
regulations or limitations that would ensure
detainees would still remain alive after being
brutalized.

SCALE

To design for discomfort we must understand
what discomfort means for the body. Using the
human figure as a basis to map physical discomfort, we can reveal the positions that make
the body experience it.

BACK

1. Rubenstein, Leonard S., and
Stephen N. Xenakis. “Roles of
CIA physicians in enhanced
interrogation and torture of
detainees.” JAMA 304.5 (2010):
569-570.

POSITIONS

PIGEON

Controversial
Design
//......

TORTURE
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Discomfort //
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Designing Physical Discomfort
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These positions, much like the body itself are
designed. Torture is designed.

HIP
90Â°

30Â°

60Â°

50Â°

6.46Â°

0Â°

0Â°

flexion

The design of torture is precise. Thus the designers of torture have an extensive knowledge of the human body. They need to create
conditions where the body is tortured without
leaving trace. This is important so that there is
no physical evidence that can be used in legal
proceedings.

hyperextension

0Â°

150Â°

90Â°

90Â°

scale
Â°

back bending

90Â°

Â°

90Â°

Pain can be architecturally defined. Torture design and architectural design exercise the same
power over the body. Design has the

pain.

0Â°

Designers are always understood as problem
solvers. What if we regard discomfort as a solution instead of a problem?

6.46Â°

power to heal and cause

hyperextension

flexion

banana
Â°

motorcycle
33.5Â°

What can we learn from torture designers
about the body?
33.5Â°

hyperextension

6.46Â°

0Â°

flexion

90Â°

HIP
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back bending

scale
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90Â°

0Â°

90Â°

Forcing the body to stay in stress positions can
make the body more

hyperextension

flexion

6.46Â°

susceptible to

0Â°

pain and create a sense of dread.

banana

motorcycle
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hyperextension

flexion
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ELBOW

ELBOW
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Designing Physical
Discomfort
//......

01 FURNITURE STRATEGIES

HIP

NECK

8.07

30Â°

7.76

60Â°

0Â°

5.69

4.30

9.41

From strategies extracted from the analysis
We are interested in investigating how the furniture piece can contain several uses/positions
that causes the body to contort. The furniture
piece is no longer an static object, but a piece to
be discovered, rotated and cause different positions.

Rocking Bed
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hyperextension

150Â°

73.44
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50Â°

8.88

When designing for physical discomfort, one
must consider those furniture precedents that
were characterized for their iconic nature. By
analyzing their angles, and the part of the body
which are affected, we can begin to understand
how design affects the body.
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02 TRANSLATIONS
multichair
148.7°

poltrona
6°

pigeon

slump

yin
24.2°

back bending

horizon
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yang
170°

banana

rocking
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Archizoom Bed Four
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79°

cuﬀed hands
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superonda

thinking man
123.8°

Celula Nave
Sostas Bed

seconda
171.55°
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Phat Knit Bed

sasha bed

From strategies extracted from the analysis of
the furniture precedents and combining them
with the stress positions, a series of translatins
were extracted which allowed us to create our
own iterations, which begin to consider the notion of the body in relation to the angle which it
embodies.
While considering the iterations, we are focused in creating a piece which can contain several positions, and thus remove the single-use/
position of precedents, creating a piece that can
be discovered. A piece, which no longer serves
a single body, but multiple, it is no longer conformed to the figure of modernism but the
multi-use of today.
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03 TRANSLATIONS ITERATIONS
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Can we challenge design making through
physical discomfort?
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04 PHYSICAL MODELS
1. Cardboard models of stool,
1:1 scale to test out positions of
“discomfort”.

2. Cardboard model of lounge,
1:1 scale to test out positions of
“discomfort”.

3. Cardboard model of bed, 1:1
scale to test out positions of
“discomfort”.
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The furniture pieces where developed, to consider the way the furniture piece was going to
be rotated, used, encountered. Aggresive details
- relate- to specific parts of the body focused on
creating a layer of conditions that would cause
the body, and specific body parts to be used.
Each piece was carefully designed, to later be
produced with wood, by focusing on the purely
formal qualities of the piece, there is no premeditated idea about the use or understanding
of the furniture. Creating a piece that resembles a sculpture, we aim to remove the preconception of a furniture piece to focus on the
experimental side of it, and how the body will
contort, adapt, and find a fit for the body within it.
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05 FORMAL ITERATIONS

Bed

Lounge Chair

Stool
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06 PHYSICAL MODELS

150.3 °

110 °
113.1 °
145.3 °
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81.8 °
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06 PHYSICAL MODELS
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Five

Irrational Figure
of Modernism is a
Myth//
5/

Normative Body
Non-rationalized Body
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Normative Body
//......
Design is driven by the human form. It is paradoxical in nature- it protects the human and
changes the human in order to protect it.
During the 20th century and the rise of modernism, design was driven by the search for a
“modern human”, a “new human” enhanced by
modern spaces and tools.

the reference standard for furniture and space
design as well. In 1943, Le Corbusier developed
his own system for the normative male body.
His model was based on the golden section.
In his case, the height of the average body was
determined by mathematical norms. His body is
a rationalized body, a “perfected” version of the
human body. His architectural and ergonomic
designs are built with this body as a reference.
In every case there is an interest in the human
as the center of design. Modern design is human-centered. The silhouette that represents
the human is an image of the new normal body.
These are a quintessential example of a residue
of modern ideology; a reflection of the nature
of design.

Le Corbusier presented modernity as a time for
the “rebirth of the human body”. Along with
this line of thought came a need to re-determine the measure of the body. Ernst Neufert in
1919 after having worked in the office of Walter
Gropius became fascinated with the Bauhaus
project of “normal mensch” as a model of standardization for design. His perfected standards
of the body are still in use today.
In 1931, Frederick Kiesler published his own
version of the Vitruvian man as a means of proposing a more accurate means of designing with
a normative standard.
In 1935 Ernst Neufert published his first drawing of the ideal geometry of the human figure
in the cover of his publication Der Mensch als
Mass und Ziel which translates as Man as measure and goal. This hints at the questions regarding the body that arose during this periodwhether the body is a model for design, or it is
an element to be designed.
In 1941, the American manual of Architectural
Graphic Standards was updated to include a set
of dimensions of the human figure.This included Neufert’s drawings and were later used as
194
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In 1935 Ernst Neufert published his ﬁrst drawing of the ideal geometry of
the human ﬁgure in the cover of his publication Der Mensch als Mass und
Ziel which translates as Man as measure and goal. This hints at the questions regarding the body that arose during this period- whether the body is
a model for design, or it is an element to be designed.

In 1931, Frederick Kiesler published his own version of the Vitruvian man as a
means of proposing a more accurate means of designing with a normative
standard.

In 1935 Ernst Neufert published his first drawing of
the ideal geometry of the human figure in the cover of
his publication Der Mensch als Mass und Ziel which
translates as Man as measure and goal.

In 1931, Frederick Kiesler published his own version of
the Vitruvian man as a means of proposing a more accurate means of designing with a normative standard.

This hints at the questions regarding the body that
arose during this period- whether the body is a model
for design, or it is an element to be designed.
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“What if design is only design in

challenges
contemporary definitions
of human?” (Wigley, Colomina)
as much it

1
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Non-rationalized
Body
//......
Henry Dreyffus in 1955 published his own version of Leonardo Da Vinci’s normative body¹
including that of women and children as well.

1 Dreyfuss, Henry. Designing
for people. Skyhorse Publishing
Inc., 2003.

He attempted to construct a more precise standard for design based not only on the dimensions of the body but the measure of movements as well.
He later updated his book to include varied versions of the normative body to include different body types. This included people in wheelchairs, as well as elderly. The idea of doing this
seems counterproductive as it attempts to normatize or categorize someone as ‘handicapped’.
Nonetheless, it is a useful attempt at trying to
universalize standards.

200

In every case there is an interest in the human
as the center of design. Modern design is human-centered. The silhouette that represents
the human is an image of the new normal body.
These are a quintessential example of a residue of modern ideology; a reflection of the
nature of design. The figure used as the basis
for design is a product of design. It is important
to note that this normative body is not all-encompassing and many other bodies not included within this standard will always be put it a
position of discomfort when interacting with
objects created within this system.
To critique these standards means to recognize
that these diagrammatic bodies don’t actually
match analogues in real life. Each body relates
to these standards by degree of differentiation.
The greater the difference, the greater the degree of violence design puts on the body.
Is design meant to shape the body or the body meant to
shape design?
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Henry Dreyﬀus in 1955 published his own version of Leonardo Da Vinci’s normative body including that of women and
children as well.
He attempted to construct a more precise standard for design based not only on the dimensions of the body but the
measure of movements as well.
He later updated his book to include varied versions of the normative body to include diﬀerent body types. This
included people in wheelchairs, as well as elderly. The idea of doing this seems counterproductive as it attempts to
normatize or categorize someone as ‘handicapped’. Nonetheless, it is a useful attempt at trying to universalize
standards

1
8

In every case there is an interest in the human as the center of design. Modern design is human-centered. The
silhouette that represents the human is an image of the new normal body. These are a quintessential example of a
residue of modern ideology; a reﬂection of the nature of design. The ﬁgure used as the basis for design is a product
of design. It is important to note that this normative body is not all-encompassing and many other bodies not included within this standard will always be put it a position of discomfort when interacting with objects created within this
system.
To critique these standards means to recognize that these diagrammatic bodies don’t actually match analogues in
real life. Each body relates to these standards by degree of diﬀerentiation. The greater the diﬀerence, the greater the
degree of violence design puts on the body.
Is design meant to shape the body or the body meant to shape design?

1
8

Henry Dreyffus in 1955 published his own version of Leonardo Da Vinci’s
normative body including that of women and children as well.
He attempted to construct a more precise standard for design based not
only on the dimensions of the body but the measure of movements as
well.
He later updated his book to include varied versions of the normative
body to include different body types. This included people in wheelchairs,
as well as elderly. The idea of doing this seems counterproductive as it
attempts to normatize or categorize someone as ‘handicapped’. Nonetheless, it is a useful attempt at trying to universalize standards

In every case there is an interest in the human as the center of design.
Modern design is human-centered. The silhouette that represents the
human is an image of the new normal body. These are a quintessential
example of a residue of modern ideology; a reflection of the nature of
design. The figure used as the basis for design is a product of design. It is
important to note that this normative body is not all-encompassing and
many other bodies not included within this standard will always be put it
a position of discomfort when interacting with objects created within this
system.
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Wheelchair users. Handicapped and Elderly by Henry Dreyfuss Associates. MIT Press, 1974.

Diagrams for the winning entry of the Phase Shift Park (Talchung) competition by Philippe Rahm architectes and Catherine Mosbach (2011)
depicts the body, not by its anatomical dimensions but its bioological relation to the environment around it.
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Excerpts from Reversible Destiny: We have decided not to die by Arakawa
and Madeline Gins. New York 1997.
They conceptualized the ‘architectural body, a dissasociation of the body
and its environment which develops
an space which resists to death. This diagram maps the complexity of the
realation to that body.

L’homme, masures de toutes choses (2012) Thomas Carpentier
He subverts the normatization of the body by proposing a series of other
standards whose bodies,
fictious or real provoke a different approach than to that of traditional
architecture.
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shape the body
or the body meant to shape
design?

Is design meant to

1
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Six

Domesticity of
Excess//
6/

Definition
Hyper Domesticity
Inconsistencies and frustrations of the domestic space
Culture of Excess
Vices
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Definitions
//......
Domesticity n. (merriam webster)
1the quality or state of being domestic or domesticated
2domestic activities or life
3domesticities plural : domestic affairs
Excess n. (merriam webster)
1 a)the state or an instance of surpassing usual,
proper, or specified limits : SUPERFLUITY
b)the amount or degree by which one thing or
quantity exceeds another
2 a)undue or immoderate indulgence : INTEMPERANCE also : an act or instance of intemperance
Hyper adj. (merriam webster)
1 excessive

212
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Hyper
Domesticity
//......
The digitalization of domesticity is challenging the nature of the home as it expands
beyond the built space. It has transformed the
home into a hub of hyper domesticity under a

with the body. The growing multiplication of
domestic devices is causing an alteration in the
way we engage with our most basic actions and
bringing to light conditions of domesticity that
are not addressed through design.

Accesibility gives way to Hyperdomesticity.

schizophrenic¹ condition. Traditional boundaries
1 Bauman, Zygmunt. Liquid
modernity. John Wiley & Sons,
2013.
2 Iacomoni, Andrea. “Abitare
lo spazio flessibile.” Abitare lo
spazio flessibile (2008): 53-61.

of the home are blurred and made more public.
The “domestic space” is being completely redefined. Although not by architects, but technologists.
How will the internet of things revolutionize domestic life?
Basic human needs extend beyond the physiological actions we have been designing for in the
past few years, but actually gives way to a reflection of the residues of industrial and modern ideals. Our daily routines are changing, and
basic human needs too. It is continually being
challenged by changes in contemporary social
structures.
The dissolution² of domestic boundaries through
new technologies clearly reflect socio-political-economic changes in our modern age that
give way to a better understanding of what it
means to be human.
New technologies are also playing an important
role in redefining the domestic sphere and its relationship
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Frustrations of
the Domestic
Space //......
LIMITATIONS OF [CONTINUOUS] DOMESTICITY
Lack of Isolation
Technology has reshaped the domestic space
in such a way that thresholds of privacy and
separation are blurred.
It has turned the domestic space from a highly private environment into a public one.This has brought to
light conditions of domesticity that are usually hidden- considered taboo, acts of perversion
such as self-pleasure and overeating . This reveals the tension that exists between the expected notions the domestic space is designed
for vs the actions that actual occur within it.
Design should reflect on the ways in which
technology is shaping our everyday needs.
Confinement
Digital tools have an essential place in our lives
and the organisation of our societies. They play
an important role spatially in the way we engage
the domestic space. Confinement, both figural
and literal, is a reflection of the role of technology in domesticity. Nowadays, our anxious necessity for connectivity and immediacy has created
a dependency on technology and the physicality
of it.
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The culture of excess derives from a

toxic mechanism that defines our

society: our self-destructing habits .
J.R. Slosar
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Culture of
Excess //......

1 Slosar, Jay R. The culture
of excess: How America lost
self-control and why we need
to redefine success. ABC-CLIO,
2009.
2.Beaumont, Matthew, Andrew
Hemingway, and Esther Leslie,
eds. As radical as reality itself:
Essays on Marxism and art for
the 21st century. Peter Lang,
2007.

We live in a world of excess. The digital era has
provided us with new tools that give us hyper
accessibility. This has created a greater need
and consumer demand. J.R Slosar refers to this
as “cultural narcissism”¹. He writes that today’s
sense of reality is characterized by immediate,
illusionary expectations, self-concepts of the
perfect image and loss of privacy. The culture

toxic

of excess derives from a
mechanism
that defines our society: our self-destructing
habits and the way we construct our identities
through technology. This plays an important role
in shaping the domestic space and domestic life.
As a culture, we live in an age were self-com-

modification is applauded². Technology
has allowed for this to happen. The more consumption the better and more self-actualized we feel.

It is important that as designers we reflect on the
role that technology plays in shaping our everyday
lives and the way in which it affects the way people
engage with the domestic space and its furniture.
Now even more so than before, the notion of
comfort in design is no longer measured by ergonomics, but by the inclusion of technology.
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Vices
//......

* may refer to a practice, behaviour, or habit considered inmoral, rude, taboo or depraved
in society.

With
the
infiltration
of
technology in the home, the private and emotional dimensions of the domestic are gradually absorbed by digital infrastructures.
The relationship between body and design become ever more apparent, it gives shape to
our most personal arrangements of DESIRE.
Today’s hyper domesticity is imbued by society’s
culture of excess. It gives way to what Zygmunt Bauman calls “commodification of the self”. This becomes apparent primarily in the scale of furniture.
As such, the domestic is a thing that can be read
and imagined in bodily terms. It is an environment with a communicable agency. Furnishings
are objects that comunicate disturbances in
our domestic actions: perversions and stutterings.

Vices have been transformed by the increasing
access to technology. They have made them easier
to abuse. Technology has become an enabler for
vices that in turn has transformed the way furniture pieces are used.We are using technology
to re-invent the ways we indulge with our vices.
In our age, vices are no longer just bodily, but
technological. This is specially true because technology has become an extension of our bodies.
Thus,
our

WE

technology
relationship

MUST

RESPOND

reshaped
furniture.

TO

THAT.

Our reality is imbued with the technological
domestic,
the
excessive
domestic, and the nuanced normality of vice.

Furnishings have always been designed to service our most basic physiological needs: sleeping, sitting and laying but the reality is our needs
have changed. So should the way we design.
There is a very evident paradox between the
way furniture is intended to be used and the reality they are used for because of technology.
21st CENTURY VICES

vice* n.
1-moral depravity or corruption
2-a moral fault or failing
(Merriam Webster)
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GLUTTONY
Access to food delivery apps, have become essential in today’s daily living. There has been an increase in takeout, and virtual menu ordering as
well as meal delivery services for the ‘busy person’. This has reconfigured our relationship with
food, perpetrating excessive eating. This sheds a
light on the fact that gluttony can be considered
a characteristic of modern society.
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POSITIONS OF LOUNGING
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Timeline

[Online] Food Delivery

Dotcom Boom

19962001

Characterized by the rise of the Internet.. Webvan, HomeGrocer, and Kozmo started online grocery delivery, but
ended up closing in 2001 after the dotcom crash.

Mobile App

20012010

Major pizza chains created their own mobile applications
ans started doing 20-30% of their business online. Grubhub was founded.

Delivery
Startups

20112015

With the shared economy, came an increased interest in
delivery. However, online delivery only accounted for 3%
of US restaurant transactions.

Shutdown

2016

Many food ordering and delivery services shutdown and
others underwent belt-tightening.

Robot
Delivery

2017

Robot delivery companies make their way into the food
delivery industry to strengthen new business models.

Billion
Dollar

2018

Online food delivery becomes a multi-billion dollar industry- $35 billion globally.

Growth

2019

Food delivery grows significantly in China, North America, England and Germany.

Source

_

The New York Times
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GAMING
Given the 24 hour a day accessibility to video
games, gaming has become an increasingly addictive vice. Technology has played a significant
role in this.
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POSITIONS OF GAMING

232
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Timeline

[Online] Gaming

The beginning

1952

It is said that the first computarized games begun in
scientific labs. Such as A.S Douglas who created OXO, a
version of tic tac toe.

Home Console

1967

The first home console called ‘the brown box’ was invented by Baer and it was the first multiplayer game that
could be connected to a television.

Video
Computer

1977

Atari releases the first video computer system.

Video Game
Crash

1983

There was an oversaturated game console market, and a
surplus of low quality games.

Console War

1989

The first console war, Genesis and Nintendo go into combat until the mid 1990s releasing several new consoles.

3d gaming

19952000

The first video gaming consoles with CD players emerge
as well as 3d gaming.

Hd gaming

2006

High definition gaming like xbox, playstation and gaming
introduce motion capture systems.

Hd gaming

20102017

High definition gaming like xbox, playstation and gaming
introduce motion capture systems.

vr

today

Virtual reality gaming begins to be contemplated for video gaming experiences.

Source

_

Time
Business Insider
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VIRTUALITY

*

Checking and scrolling through social media has
become an increasingly popular activity over the
last decade. Although the majority of peoples’
use of social media is non-problematic, there is a
small percentage of users that become addicted
to social networking sites and engage in excessive or compulsive use. The phenomena of social
media addiction can largely be contributed to
the dopamine-inducing social environments that
social networking sites provide.
In particular, the notion of taking photos of food
has become a central characteristic of modern
consumerism. The value of food has shifted,
where it’s value isn’t necessarily rooted in its
physical consumption, but rather its creative artifice. For many, sophistication and luxury are
key depictions of “the perfect image” which has
encouraged people to buy so-called “trophies of
domesticity” - fake luxury objects that give a filtered view of reality.
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POSITIONS OF SITTING
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Timeline

[Online] Social Media

Beginning

1844

The beginning of the online communication begun with
the telegraph by Samuel Morse.

Military
Media

1969

Military attempted to create a multi-university connection on the ARPAN prototype.

Social Sites

19972000

Online powerhouses enter the market. Google makes its
way into the online world as well as social sites.

Status blogs

2000

Six Degrees was the very first social media site.

Businesses

2003

Linkedin, the first business social media related site
emerged.

Boom

2006

Facebook, youtube and Myspace emerge, becoming the
most used apps online.

Image sharing

2010

Twitter and Snapchat increase per minute and become
trending mobile applications.

Growth

2011

Image mesagging apps keep developing.

Growth

2015

The #ayearinspace hashtag begun a trend on the twitter
social media site to incorporate NASA news.

VR

2018

Live streaming and 360 videos become embedded into social medias.

Source

_

The Culture of Connectivity
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Seven

Rules of
Discomfort//

7/
Rules

242
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1- Must not impose a correct position
2- Must challenge the intended function of the
piece
3- Must make the user aware of the vice it
perpetuates
4- Must challenge the formal conditions that
perpetuate the vice
5- Aesthetically it must represent the residues
of the vice
6- Has a limited durability
7- Must be aggressive
8- Must be controversial
9- Must not be normalized
10- Must shock
11- Must spark new thinking
12- Must embrace cultural conditions
13- Must not promise comfort
244
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Eight

Radical Reality//
8/
Private Gestures into Radical Realities
Furniture as a sign of Vice
Gluttony
Gaming
Virtuality
Environment
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Private Gestures
into Radical
Realities//......

It hybridizes the relationship between different spaces in the domestic sphere. It

collapses spaces together to reveal how the act
of vice, because of technology, has altered the
notion of comfort in design.

In our contemporary paradigm, technology is
redefining the physicality of the domestic space
and its relationship with the body. It brings to
light the culture of excess that perpetrates our
self-destructing habits. Design should respond to
this. It should provoke hesitations in the routines
of everyday life. It should embrace the

phous, fragmentary and hybrid

amor-

to bring to
light the chaos of post-industrial and capitalist
society. It should create discomfort. It should challenge the notion of comfort in design.
We understand furnishings as objects which are

commodities.

They talk about the commodification of the promise of comfort. They
are essential in revealing the disturbances of
the systems we are caught up in- the misunderstandings, perversions and stutterings created by
the infiltration of technology in domesticity.
We embrace the paradox between the way furniture is intended to be used and the reality they
perpetrate through vice in order to bring forth
the commodification of the self. We assert that furniture is a sign of vice. It raises question of behavior and access, it brings forth the notion of
excess.
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Gluttony hybridizes the relationship between the living room and the kitchen

Gaming hybridizes the relationship between the living room and the studio.
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Virtuality hybridizes the relationship
between the dining room and the virtual
space.
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Furniture
as a Sign of
Vice//......

These designs challenge the nature of each furniture piece both formally as well as aesthetically to
provoke hesitations in the routines of everyday life.
They provoke new ideas in terms of the way we design and understand culture with constant consideration between the physical and digital.

We assert that furniture is a sign of vice. It raises questions of behavior and access. Everything
we do or pursue by way of our domestic activities is driven by the notion of self-commodification. As such, we propose designs that challenge
the notion of comfort in design, confronting the
contradictions of bodily commodification.
We declare that we must face the dichotomy between techno-commodification and domestic
disturbances; we have to reevaluate what we
used to call ‘design’ as a consequence of bodily
desires, understanding that our needs in the 21st
century extend beyond our basic physiological
actions. Technology has become an extension of
our bodies and as such it has allowed us to re-invent the way we indulge with our most perverse
desires.
We embrace that our reality is imbued with the
nuanced normality of vice and propose designs
that respond to that. We propose designs that
make us feel contorted, cut, wounded, shocked
and offended to make the subject aware of the
dependence of vices on technology, and in turn
make designers aware of its dependence on the
notion of numbness. Design becomes a mirror of
culture. To experience one of these pieces means
to uncover a distorted reflection of the self because we judge every object by analogy with our
own bodies.
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Gluttony
//......
The lounge chair is a static recliner meant for
relaxing.It is not designed for work or productivity, it is designed solely as a commodity. It is
meant to support the back and allow the body
to let loose. Through the infiltration of technology in domesticity, it has transformed the
lounge into a commodity for the vice of gluttony. Technology has allowed for easy access
to food acquisition and consumption through
delivery that has been exacerbated through the
lounge chair in it’s numbing quality. To challenge this idea, this chair no longer provides a
stable support for the back, but rather an unstable one.
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Timeline

Lounge Chair

Marcel Breuer Lounge
Chair

1928

Eames Lounge Chair

1956

Embryo Lounge Chair

1988

Tellin Lounge Chair

2018

Le Corbusier, LC4

1928

Carlo Bartoli, Solar Chair

1967

Lcp Lounge Chair

1993

Lounge chair

2020

Pernilla Lounge Chair

1934

Pesce, UP Chair

1969

Lounger bd barcelona

2209

Marcel Breuer Long Chair

1936

Pratone Lounge Gufram

1970

Soap Long Chair Gufram

2014
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Physical and digital textures create
narratives that reflect on the residues
of the vice.
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+ egg yolk
+ hot sauce
+ wax

+ mustard

+ sausage
+ soy wax

+ mayonaisse

+ red paint

+ toy worms
264

265

+ rice puffs

+ chopsticks

+ turmeric

+ wax
+ hot sauce

+ rice puffs

+ soy sauce

+ syrup
+ tomato sauce

+ worms
266

267

Image 1: chips, tomato sauce,
chocolate, hot sauce, rice, flour

Image 2: toy worms, cookies,
waffers, mustard, sausage, wax

Image 3: chopsticks, popped
rice, cloth, wax, sauce

Image 4: wax, resin, worm,
paint, egg, asetate
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A stripped down chair whose evident
imperfections are the essence of its
structure. The body takes possession of the
form which destabilizes its position. The chair
puts the body’s back in tension, making one
aware of the dependence of the vice of gluttony
on the notion of numbness.
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Gaming
//......
The gaming chair has often been promoted as
one that creates numbness through comfort. It
has been designed as such to allow for users to
continually engage in the act of gaming for long
periods of time without having to move. It has
always been designed as a commodity. Formally
it is often heavy and grounded. In order to challenge this notion, this chair is fragile and sharp
and formally precarious. It challenges accessibility to act on the vice of gaming.

1
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Timeline

Gaming Chair

First Tournament 1980

COD

2005

Starcraft

Dx Racer

2006

Ergonomic standards at the world’s first esports
tournament in 1980.

1997

Call of Duty players in 2005.UK

The Starcraft release plus 1997 IMF crisis saw trading
rooms converted for gaming.

DX Racer, a racing car chair manufacturer moved
to the design of the first gaming chair

MBC Game

Homall chair

2002

StarCraft players sat on regular chairs during a televised
match on MBCGame. 2002

White Plastic chairs

2005

Starcraft gaming with white plastic chairs for players.
292
Korea 2005

Vertagear

Gaming Chair 2020

Vertagear launched their first chair
in 2015, from los angeles.

2012

By 2012, a Chinese company named Homall
launched a gaming chair division. Creating a
low-cost version of the DX racer.

Secret Lab

2014

By 2014, the Chair took a huge leap integrating
lumbar support and different chair sizes. SecretLab began making chairs and became the official
sponsors of E-games.

2015

Vertagear launched their first chair
in 2015, from los angeles.
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Physical and digital textures create
narratives that reflect on the residues
of the vice.
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+ rubber cable

+ fibers

+ fur

+ thread

+ metal cable

+ cables

+ fur

+ cords

+ cloth

+ rug
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Image 1: Metal cords, rubber
cables, thread, fur, rug, cloth.
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+ rubber

+ cables

+ metal piece

+ cords

+ metal cable
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The extreme yet simple rigid rubber elements
wrapping themselves in this furnishing recall
technology and the industry of modernity, yet
there is nothing functional about it. The formal
condition automatically creates a sense of uneasiness and discomfort yet it attracts bodies to
a possible encounter. Bodies are placed in a precarious relationship with the furniture- on one
hand it is dangerous on the other it requires
gentleness to be handled. Living becomes a tiny
but very real attack on gaming.
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Virtuality
//......
The dining chair represents the inherent nature of furniture design. It considers intended
use, ergonomics and durability. It is designed
to support the weight of the body through it’s
lower half, holding the legs and bottom evenly
in a wide surface area. Because of technology, the dining chair is no longer just used for
sitting, but has transformed into a product of
the vice of virtuality. People are no longer just
sitting and eating, they are more interested
in the notion of taking photos of the food they
are going to eat with their phones. The value
of food has shifted, it isn’t necessarily rooted
in it’s physical consumption, but digital value.
This has become so intrinsic in shaping one’s
identity that for many has encouraged the creation of a filtered reality through the buying of
fake luxury objects that give an apparent idea
of sophistication. To challenge this notion, this
chair is designed as a filter that challenges the
idea of fake luxury-aesthetically it de-beautifies
reality- it encourages the user to become aware
of the vice of virtuality. At the same time, it’s
seat has been designed to be very slim, providing less support for the lower part of the body,
encouraging the user to use its upper body to
support itself- signifying the fact that chairs
are no longer for sitting, but for placing our
arms up and taking photos.
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Timeline

Dining Chair

Dar Chair Eames

1948

Wiggle Side Chair Gehry

1972

Tabu Chair

2014

Wire Chair Eames

1951

Michele Deluchi Chair

1989

Dining Chair (ours)

2020

Tulip Chair, Eero Sarineen

1952

High Sticking Chair

1990

Panton Chair

1960

Masters Chair Phillipe
Starck

2006
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Physical and digital textures create
narratives that reflect on the residues
of the vice.
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+ tomatoe sauce

+ metal bead

+ wax

+ cloth

+ hot sauce

+ metal bead

+ honey

+ fur

+ chocolate
+ bead

+ coffee

+ syrup
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Image 1: Wax, resin, honey, egg
yolk, beads, cloth, red paint,
cloth, fur, tomato sauce, hot
sauce

Image 2: resin, assetate, cloth,
syrup, cotton, orange juice,
beads, mustard
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+ resin

+ Pearls

+ wax

+ plastic

+ tomato sauce
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Its shape is ambiguous, recalling both a chair
and an object that looks like an “enclosure”.
As the title suggests, the work inspires the
sitter to consider his or her own reality from
an eye-opening perspective. It imposes an unnatural “sitting position” where the body is no
longer supported by the legs, but by the arms.
It is intently confusing, including its use, which
rather than promoting functionalism, promotes
a rethinking of viciousness. It makes people
aware of the “filtered reality” they live in driven by the commodification of the self.
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Environment
//......
The bed as a sign of vice has been very extensively studied as a commodity: as erotic, productive, infinite, connective, political. The bed
is no longer private, it has become the most
public element of the domestic sphere- you can
work, you can eat, you can do anything and
everything. The bed can no longer be regarded as just an object or a furnishing. It must be
understood as a spatial condition. In today’s
paradigm, we speculate it as an environment,
a playscape for multiple vices. As an environment that constructs a new domestic- one that
epitomizes bodily states and gives way for us
to become aware of the domesticity of excess,
domesticity of technology, domesticity of commodification we live in.
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Timeline

The Bedroom

Sonata

1929

Sonata of sleep.

High-performance bed

1940

Post-war America proposes the high-performance bed.

Bed-in

1969

Bed in for peace, a live installation by Yoko Ono and John
Lennon, decided to inhabit a bed for a week and make it
open to the public.

Working Bed

1966

Hugh Hefner Working Bed. The bed involves entertainment and communication.

Napping Bed

2007

Energy pod designs the first “napping bed” for workplace.

Source

_

Hetniew Institute
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+ paint

+ honey

+ wax

+ wrapper

+ cloth

+ metal bead

+ wrapper

+ latex

+ gause
+ cloth

+ resin

+ syrup
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Image 1: Latex, paint, resin,
wax, wrapper, paper, cloth

Image 2: resin, assetate, cloth,
syrup, cotton, orange juice,
latex, paint, paper towel
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+ fluid

+ burnt paper

+ blood
+ latex
+ wrapper
+ semen

+ flesh

+ wound
+ cotton swabs
+ cloth

+ mould

+ skin
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+ cigarettes

+ wax

+ wax

+ soy wax

+ cloth

+ metal pieces

+ coffee

+ flour

+ coffee
+ burnt paper

+ cigarette

+ chocolate syrup

+ syrup
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Image 1: cigarette, syrup, metal
piece, coffee, soy wax, flour

Image 2: resin, cigarette, burnt
paper, wax, chocolate syrup,
coffee, bag
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The “bed” as an environment that constructs a
new domestic space the environment as body,
epitomizing bodily states and states of mind
based on bodily sensations.
Provokes new ideas in terms of understanding
material culture in a genuine contemporary
condition with constant consideration between
physical and digital, although the new potentially created environment could possibly be
extremely unstable and ephemeral.
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Section A

Section B
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+ cigarettes

+ pillow
+ ash

+ cloth
+ cigarettes

+ bottles

+ metal
+ burnt paper
+ blanket

+ liquid

+ stains
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Conclusion
//......
This manifesto signifies the starting point of a
new theorization on the notion of design that
challenges the idea of self-commodification that
has been perpetrated by the promise of comfort,
the design of numbness and the infiltration of
technology in the domestic sphere. By rejecting
the notion of comfort as a driver for design, we
begin to produce the kind of effects that we’ve
never been confronted with. We no longer think
about comfort, but discomfort before we engage
with it. Whilst this investigation explores different modes of designing discomfort, these are
just a few of many left to explore. If we want to
change the way we design, we must change the
way we think about design. We encourage you to
embrace the paradox of discomfort.
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